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Marquetry and Inlay
by Dave Pollak
Since early times, man has decorated his tools,
weapons, and religious objects. Primitive man fit
small pieces of stone and shell into wooden implements, constituting the first simple fonns .of inlay.
By Egyptian times, craftsmen were using sophisticated marquetry and inlay on furniture and other
valued objects.
As society advanced, the use of surface decoration
on tools, weapons, musical instruments, and furniture
became more elaborate, and marquetry as its own fine
art form evolved. Also, the materials used increased
in scope. From rough stones and shells to sawn wood
veneers, metals (such as gold, silver, brass, and pewter)
cut stones, slabbed shell, bone, tortoise shell, and
ivory. Finally, as technology improved, the tools also
evolved, from stone and bone tools to metal knives,
saws, and ultimately power tools such as jig saws and
routers.
Many people are confused about the difference
between marquetry and inlay:
Think of m argue try as a jigsaw puzzle. In a puzzle
you may have a foreground and a background, but
actually they are all just pieces of the puzzle. In
marquetry, the foreground and background veneers are
just pieces of the same puzzle, taped together and
glued to a backing that isn't seen in the final product.
In inlay, the background is solid material, not
veneer, which is routed out to accept the material to be
set in.
Let me first start by describing the inlay process.
For fine work it is necessary to start with a fine line
design on paper. If pencil is used, the design should
be sprayed with fixative to prevent smudging. This
design is then transferred to the material being cut by
gluing it to the piece with white or hide glue. After
the glue is dry, the piece is carefully cut out on the
jigsaw or by using a jewelers saw on a special cutting
table. The finer the design, the smaller the blade

needed . Once the piece is cut out, small jewelers files
are used to eliminate any imperfections. The piece is
then temporarily glued in its proper position on the
background and scribed around with an Exacto knife
or a sharp needle. The piece is then removed and
colored chalk is rubbed into the scribe lines to accentuate them. Now a small router with a small straight bit
or a Dremel tool with a base and tiny engraving cutter
is used to rout out the background to a depth slightly
less than the thickness of the inlay. Small knives,
chisels and gouges may be needed to clean out areas
of the mortise so that the inlay pieces fit in without
forcing, which might lead to cracking. I use fiveminute epoxy dyed with powdered colors to glue in the
inlay and fill any gaps around it. Once the glue has
set, a sharp scraper or sanding block is used to flush
the inlay to the background.
When it becomes necessary to cut an inlay to fit a
pre-existing mortise (as is often the case in antique
restoration where pieces have popped out and been
lost) a rubbing is taken of the mortise and then used as
the design for the cut-out.
There are so many different types and variations of
marquetry that it would be beyond the scope of this
article to go into great detail on any. Simply put, artquality marquetry techniques are used to make one-off
marquetry pictures. Production techniques are used to
make repetitive patterns .
continued on page 4

November 7 - CRAFTS Meeting
High Bridge, NJ Masonic Lodge
David Pollack will explain and demonstrate
marquetry and inlays in fine cabinetry.
(see page 2)

Speaker's Profile
David Pollak

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey
President .... JOHN M. WHELAN, Murray Hill
Vice President ... JOSEPH G. HAUCK, Lebanon
Secretary . . . . BARBARA FARNHAM, Stockton
Treasurer .. ... HELEN WHELAN, Murray Hill
The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in
the identification, study, preservation and exhibition
of tools and implements used and made in New
Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who
shares the above interests. Annual dues per person
or couple are ten dollars for the membership year of
July 1 through June 30. Membership fees may be
sent to the Treasurer: Helen Whelan, 38 Colony
Court, Murray Hill, NJ 07974.
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton.
Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light
at the High Bridge exit. Tum right and go about half
a mile to Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the
Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the
parking lot begin at 1 P.M.; meeting starts at 2 P.M.
THE TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS
of New Jersey. Editor: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside
Ave., Chatham, NJ 07928-1732. Assistant Editor:
Herb Kean. Articles, especially about New Jersey
tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to
the editors. Send hand written or typed tel1-1, or ascii
or Word Pe,fect® PC disk, or FAX to 201 635-7939.

CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Nov. 7 - CRAFTS meeting at High Bridge, N.J.
Nov. 13 - Tool Discovery Day, Mercer Museum
Doylestown, PA (see page 9)
Dec. 23 - TOOLSHED and free ad deadline
Feb. 6 - CRAFTS meeting at High Bridge, N.J.
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Many woodworkers are self-taught. But few
have been able to commercially produce fine cabinetry
without some kind of "apprenticeship." Dave Pollak
proves the exception to this rule.
Starting in a kitchen cabinet shop in New
Mexico, he did no creative work and very little
machine work. The dullness of this job prompted him
to start his own business (in his house), concentrating
on furniture repair and signs. One of his first large job
was for 250 turned porch balusters, an order he took
without a lathe or knowledge of how to use one. But
when he shipped the last post, he not only owned the
lathe but pretty well knew how to use it. (Not, however, without making every mistake in the book.)
In 1980 he moved back to N.J. and started
Creative Woodcraft Co. in Morristown. He picked up
old machines and put them in working order, teaching
himself how to use them along the way. With a lot of
reading and practicing, he became proficient at joinery,
turning, finishing, carving, and architectural design.
But most important, he learned the art of business and
problem solving. Dave feels that finding the simplest
and most direct route to solving a problem is the key
to success in woodworking .
In 1986, he moved the shop to larger quarters
in Dover. Here they do high-end cabinetry, millwork,
restoration, and specialty work . The new shop has
modernized equipment along with the restored older
machines, the latter being Dave's pride and joy.
Dave's wife and partner, Tracy, who went
through the tireless times of startup at Morristown,
does all the design, drafting, and marketing, in addition
to her secretarial duties. (No wonder he is a success.)
He has risen amongst his peers to president of
the Professional Woodworkers Guild here in N.J. He
is very interested in helping budding woodworkers,
even allowing them to use his shop. He has offered
CRAFTS a detailed tour of his shop, and extends this
invitation to interested individuals . Dave has been
collecting "user" antique tools for many years, and we
expect to see a lot more of him in the future.
Herb Kean

PRESIDEN'"f'S
CORNER
Those of you who pay dues for more than one year at
a time may lose track of when their prepayment runs out.
Beginning with this issue, the mailing label on your TOOLSHED will carry two digits to the right of your name.
These represent the last two digits of the year in which your
dues are again payable. If the digits are "94", for example,
you are paid through June of 1994.
Speaking of dues, we occasionally get dues checks with
an address different from the one in our records. Because
this is sometimes a business address, we DO NOT change
our records. If your correct mailing address is different
from that on our mailing label, please tell us. The post
office does not forward even first class mail indefinitely.
Our TOOLSHED is acquiring a national following! The
mention in the E.A.I.A. SHAVINGS of Paul
Weidenschilling's article on Sargent &_Co. brought many
out-of state requests for copies. Stuart honored these, and
(as you will see from the list of new members below) a
number of the recipients decided that they wanted to see
more.
This article is a good example of the enormous amount of
tool knowledge that resides in our membership. We'd like
to tap more of it. Honestly, it is much easier to share what
you know with our readers than you think. A few rough
notes, or even a telephone conversation with Herb Kean, can
result in an interesting piece. Give it a try!
Our season started with a bang at our picnic. The
weather was great, Brady Camp enjoyable, the displays
fascinating, and a lot of tools found new homes. Thanks to
Ken Vliet, who arranged it, to Helen Whelan, who kept
track of our reservations, and to all of the others who
contributed.
Welcome to new members Walter Arader (Radnor, PA);
Harold Barger (Montgomery, NY); Mike Baumann
(Ramsey); Greg & Madeline Chaney (Prairie Village, KS);
Miller Craig (Oldwick); Frank & Angela D'Agnese (Closter);
Wayne Feely (Rydal, PA); I.Dorsey Harrington (Gillette);
William Hart (Netcong); Keith & Helen Newell (Great
Mills, MD); Linda Runge (Frenchtown); Bruce Sandberg
(Willmar, MN); Jerry Schneier (Morrisville, PA); Bruce &
Desire Smith (Plymouth Meeting, PA); Mark Thompson
(Queens Village, NY); Jeff Turner (Bethlehem, PA);
William Wilkins (Houston, TX), and William & Joan Wires
(Old Tappan).

Moot Yow '001180,s
The purpose of this column is NOT to
evaluate dealers, but ·simply to present
useful and interesting information about
sources of tools.

Two earlier columns have described nationally
known tool sources, one selling through the mail
and another via major auctions. We'll get back to
these areas, but a third sort of dealer works primarily through table sales or tailgating: at auctions, tool
shows or meetings. They may be harder to find, but
can be excellent sources of tools at attractive prices.
Paul Weidenschilling serves as the first representative of this contingent. He has been in love with
tools for most of his life, and works hard to find
the interesting ones. The appearance of his car at a
CRAFTS meeting is sure to attract a buzzing crowd
of tool hunters, for they know Paul will have much
of interest. You will occasionally find him behind
his table at most of the national meetings and major
tool auctions.
He has been dealing in tools for twelve years,
and has been a member of CRAFTS since the year
of its founding. While he does not run a formal tool
search service, letting Paul knuw that you are
interested in a c·e rtain tool or in tools of a specific
trade can often produce results. But just looking at
what he has available often leads to discovery of an
item that you didn't know you couldn't live without.
To Paul, tools are not commodities but examples
of human ingenuity, to be studied, used, and loved.
If they are rare, he won't sell them to you unless
you have convinced him that you appreciate their
rarity as much as he does. Money isn't enough,
except when the mortgage is due (and not always
then).
As you might have guessed from his excellent
article in the June TOOL SHED, one of his principal
interests is in Sargent & Co. His collection of their
tools is massive, and his historical and biographical
data provide an interesting backdrop. Far from
being a narrow specialist, however, he has a broad
knowledge of tools and can be helpful in identifying some of the more obscure types.
Contact with Paul is just one of the good reasons
for attending CRAFTS and other tool meetings.
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Marquetry and Inlay continued
by Dave Pollak
The simplest art-quality technique is the double cut.
This is achieved by overlaying two pieces of veneer. When
both pieces are cut at once on the jigsaw the top piece will
fit into the cut out on the bottom piece with only the
thickness of the sawblade between. Angling the saw table
15-20° will allow the two pieces to fit together without the
gap made by the saw blade . As pieces are cut, they are
taped together and in this way the picture is assembled piece
by piece.
The pad method of marquetry allows a detailed marque try picture with lots of different types of veneer to be cut
out all at once . A pad is made up of many layers of
veneers, each layer representing a different element of the
finished design. The pattern is glued to the top sheet, the
layers taped together so they can't shift. The design is then
cut out all at once, and the different elements separated from
their respective layers and pieces together like a jigsaw
puzzle to form the picture.
The window method is a knife cut method. It consists
of starting with a background veneer, cutting an element of
the design out of it with a knife, and then positioning that
window cut-out over a selected piece of veneer. The
window then guides the knife in cutting out the piece. Once
cut out, the piece is then taped into the background and the
next window cut, eventually resulting in the assembly of the
entire picture.
The simplest form of production marquetry, and the
form most used by my shop, especially in pool table
restoration, is the production pad method. This consists of
making a pad of veneers, usually around 8-12 sheets thick,
taped around their edges to prevent shifting. These veneers
usually contrast in color, half being light, half being dark.
With a pattern glued on top, they are cut out all at once
with a fine blade or the jig saw. This results in dark pieces
that fit into light backgrounds and visa-versa , with only the
saw kerf separating them.
A more complex form of production marquetry, the
stacked double cut, is used where the saw kerf left in the
production pad method is unacceptable. In this case , two
pads are made, one with light and one with dark veneers.
The same fine-line pattern is glued on each stack. The
sawyer then cuts one stack on the line, the other on the outside of the line, and if the cutting is precise enough, pieces
from each stack will fit together with virtually no gaps. this
is obviously a very exacting technique for the most skilled
craftsman.
Since space is limited, I'm going to take one fo rm of
marquetry, the production pad method and briefly describe
some considerations and pitfalls.
1.
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Since veneer is so fragile, especially cut into finel y
detailed patterns, I back all my sheets with thin preglued tape . This reinforces the veneer and keeps the
pieces together, should they crack.
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2. A drill press and a tiny drill bit are necessary to drill
the holes for the blade on any internal cuts.
3.

It is important to keep all the cut out pieces in sequence
so that the grain lines up in the finished pattern.

4. A sheet of wax paper in the stack will help lubricate the
block and a sheet of waste veneer on the top and
bottom will help prevent blow-out.
5.

Since there is no waste side of the cut in this form of
marquetry, it is important to work at a speed that will
allow you to follow your line.

6. After the pieces are cut out and taped together with
veneer tape, the saw kerfs must be filled with a colored
filler from the back before laying the pattern to prevent
the kerfs from filling with glue.
7. Pressing the marquetry pattern can be very tricky and
many jobs are ruined at this stage. The substrate must
be smooth and free of defects. Contact cement should
never be used. The glue must be spread evenly with no
pockets or puddles and either a vacuum press or a screw
press should be used for clamping. If a screw press is
used, rubber matting, cork, or newspaper should be used
to compensate for inconsistences in thicknesses of
veneer.
8.

Veneer is very thin and can be scraped or sanded
through easily, ruining the project. Scrape the tape off
evenly over the entire surface to avoid thin spots.

9.

Always veneer the opposite side of your project with a
backer veneer to avoid warping of the panel.

To conclude, using marquetry and inlay as surface
decoration can add an element of beauty and sophistication
to a wide variety of projects. It is often a necessary
discipline to master in the construction of classic or modern
furniture. It's certainly necessary in some fine restoration.
Gunmakers, knife makers, and luthiers also rely heavily on
some of these techniques. For the hobbiest, or the artist,
with limited space and tools, inlay and marquetry can
provide endless challenges and rewards.

For further reading:

The Art and Practice of Marquetry by William Alexander
Lincoln, The Camelot Press Ltd , Southampton, England
. Marquetry by Pierre Ramond, The Taunton Press, New
Town, Ct.

Solon Rust: His Planes
by Steve Orbine
My original interest in Solon Rust and his endeavors was stimulated by Roger Smith's book: Patented
Transitional and Metallic Planes In America, Vol. I.
Some of Roger's research is reflected in this article.
Solon Rust and his son Arthur had ten patents for
planes that were made by other companies. From
1868 to 1901 the father-son team was responsible for:
the center arm self-adjusting plow made by Chapin, a
series of toy planes made by Meriden Patent Novelty
Co., transitional and iron planes made by Standard
Rule Co., and some patents so rare that no planes
made from them are known to exist today.

Although his patents covered many types of planes,
the example that most collectors know best are the
self-adjusting plows shown in the photo. These plows
incorporated the idea of better parallelism of the fence
to the body by virtue of a central adjusting screw and
two outer guide arms.
His first model (1868 patent) had slotted guide
arms with a wooden adjusting screw (see photo, front
center). He later modified this model with minor
changes, eg. solid guide arms. In this model the body
was originally drilled all the way through to accept the
adjusting screw. The 1868 patent shows the right end
of the screw being captured to the body by a glued
washer. This must not have worked well, as Rust went
to his alternative design mentioned in the patent. Here
the adjusting screw is captured by a vertical key

(dowel) through the body into a groove in the adjusting
screw. There probably were bodies drilled through at
the time of the change, so he plugged the end of the
hole in the body where it was no longer needed. After
the change, new bodies were not drilled through any
longer, but were blind drilled only to required depth.
The second model had the wooden adjusting screw
replaced with a metal one (see photo, upper right).
Also the guide arms were changed to round metal rods.
The guide arms and the center screw were fed through
three cast iron brackets mounted on the fence. These
changes may have been for greater strength, smoother
operation, or maybe they were just less expensive.
This model was manufactured for only a few years in
the late 18 70's.
His third model (1879 into very early 1900's) kept
the metal center screw, but changed the guide arms to
wood (see photo, upper left). The arms are lignum
vitae with brass tips, and slots in the underside for
alignment. The center screw and both guide arms are
captured by a two-piece cast iron bridle that locks the
fence with a single decorative brass knob.
Throughout all these models, slight changes can be
observed. They have more to do with cost and appearance than actual function, eg. boxing in the fence,
changes in the depth stop locking knob, and the center
screw locking stop.
He used beech in his lowest grade examples,
without the brass skate reinforcing strips. His planes
of the more exotic woods carried the brass strips.
Many examples have the patent date prominently
displayed on the right side of the body, and in some
cases it is accompanied by the Solon Rust imprint.
I collect all the planes manufactured from Solon
Rust patents. I'm taken with the fact that he is one of
the few inventors of planes that worked with all iron,
all wood, and combinations. His plows are unusual
and have an aesthetic appeal. There are Solon Rust
plows made in beech, apple, boxwood, and rosewood.
So far, I haven't found one in ebony. I may have to
settle for an ebony centerwheel!

~

From January 14, 1994 to June of 1995, Colonial Williamsburg 0/A) will exhibit Tools: Working Wood in 18th
Century America. Over 1500 18th and early 19th Century woodworking tools (some on loan from CRAFTS
members) and related objects will be displayed. For information or reservations, call 1-800-HISTORY.
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Early New Jersey Toolmakers - A Continuing Search
by Alex Farnham
These articles about New Jersey toolmakers will
appear as a regular feature in each issue of The TOOL
SHED as long as there is sufficient, newly-discovered
information to warrant their publication. I request that
those with infonnation not covered in my two books
on New Jersey tools send that infonnation to me at 78
Tumble Falls Road, Stockton, NJ 08559, or bring it to
a CRAFTS meeting. Anyone with previously unreported New Jersey-made tools should bring them to a
meeting to be photographed. All assistance will be
acknowledged.
Blacksmith shop in Pluckemin, New Jersey
thought to have been used by T.Bird.

Handle end of auger shank stamped T.Bird. Collection of author.

In 1992, while attending a tool meeting in Connecticut, I purchased two I-handle augers from Fred
Kampmier. One was stamped D. WILLET, the other
T. BIRD. It was not until shortly before publication of
my second book on New Jersey toolmakers that I
learned of the existence of tools made by David Willet
in Mendham. This discovery, however, came too late
to include it in my book. As for T. Bird, I had never
heard of any tools made by him. Fred told me that his
aunt had told him that Bird worked in his shop next to
the Presbyterian Church in Pluckemin as late as the
1930s.

Though I spent many hours in Pluckemin questioning long-time residents I found no one who had ever
heard of T. Bird. Some remember that there was a
family who spelled their name Burd living in the town
during one period, but they could not remember
whether any were blacksmiths. The huge blacksmith
shop where T. Bird supposedly worked is on church
property. It is in deplorable condition with poison ivy
climbing its walls, holes in the roof and broken windows. There is a group of church members and
concerned citizens interested in restoring the building
to its original use. They would appreciate any help
they could get with this project. If anyone has knowledge of T. Bird, please pass it on to me.

Auger made by David Wile!, probably during the
first half of the nineteenth century.
Collection of Wilma Sagurton.

Auger stamped DAVID WILLET next to handle.
Collection of Wilma Sagurton.
The maker alternated between signing the tools he made
using his full name and just his first initial and last name.
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Due to research done by Wilma Sagurton and some
family genealogies I purchased at a flea market we
have some clues regarding D. Willet.
Family records indicate that David Willet was
descended from a family which came to America
around 1650 and settled in Suffolk County, Long
Island. Different branches of the family had different
spellings of their last name. Among the spellings were
Willet, Willit, Willitt, and Willett. Each branch of the

:I

; 1

family produced blacksmiths. In the family of William
Willett of Bedminster, New Jersey, his son Cornelius,
born 1756, and two of his grandsons, William and
Isaac, were blacksmiths with shops in German Valley
(Washington Town) Morris County. The younger
William, whose last name is spelled in various family
records ending with both single and double "t''s, was
born in German Valley in 1786.
Since records indicate that there were a number of
Davids in the family, there is some confusion as to
which one stamped the tools he made D. WILLET. A
David Willet lived in Alexandria, Hunterdon County
from 1805 to 1821. In the marriage record of the
Sutton family, David Willett was wed to Martha Ann
(Sutton) Moshier on June 8th, 1844 and died November 15, 1864 at age 66. Wilma Sagurton's research
places David Willet's death as 1863 . It is possible that
both Davids with different spellings to their last names
were one and the same person. According to Wilma,
D. Willet appears in the 1840 Morris County census,
page 272, in Mendham. He was between 30 and 40
years of age at the time. The 1853 Lightfoot map of
Morris County shows the D. Willet blacksmith shop
and house close to the Raritan River. Though he did
not die until 1863 or 1864, David Willet is not listed
in the 1850 census. His property is shown on the 1868
Beers map as belonging to Mrs. Willett, using the
double "t".
It is hoped that someone reading this will provide
further information about the axe, hammer, and auger
maker who stamped his products D. WILLET.

"Ship Carpenter" pattern axe stamped D. WILLET.
Collection of Wilma Sagurton .

Crafts Picnic, Sept 12
at The Brady Camp in Pottersville, N.J.
by Ken Vliet
Either because of the CRAFTS signs or basic tool
collector instinct, Sunday morning found many members there early looking for that rare and desirable find .
The new parking lot area was quickly lined with an
array of pick-ups, tables, and tarps. The weather was
perfect.
Your request for morning coffee might
include breakfast Danish next year. Note: Might
include Danish!
Did I hear someone suggest lining and numbering
the field? No need to go to Brimfield. Everyone
would agree that the variety and quality of the tailgate
offerings surpassed last year's. I heard someone found
a set of moose antlers in the nearby woods and actually sold them.
Our attendance of 175 people matched last year's
total. We can thank Helen and Jack Whelan for
greeting, registering, and name-tagging each of us.
The catered lunch almost equaled last year's in number,
and your desserts were delicious!
The individual displays were well done and very
attractive. they included lighting devices, husking
pegs, applewood tools, Stanley screwdriver display,
and brass bound tools. Keep up the good work and
encourage others to participate in the display event.
Joe Hauck conducted our picnic auction where
members contributed one item each. We had a lot of
fun, and some great bargains traded hands. Doctor
Kingsbury added another cute vise to his collection.
Louis Schmidt won the most unusual tool contest
with his hat shaping device. Dominic Miccalizzi's
beautiful metal plane received the most beautiful
award. Best made-do was a clapboard aligning tool
provided by Charles Hildebrandt. The ugliest tool was
a checked and nailed, rustic plane displayed by Vince
King. Mary Phillips provided additional ladies door
prizes. Suzanne Jacobs' husking peg display won best
ladies display, and C.P.Brown won best mens display
for his brass decorated tools.
A special thanks to all who helped with the set-up,
take-down, and clean-up . Our judges for the displays
and tools were Barbara and Greg Welsh, Al Hodge,
Fran and Frank Smith, and Roxie and Bill Frey.
Thank you all .
Renee VanWyck supervises the Brady Camp and
has always worked to make our event run smoothly.
Anyone wishing to send a personal thank you can send
it to :
Brady Camp
Box 234
Pottersville, NJ 07979
THE TOOL SHED· NOVEMBER 1993
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The Legend of Ananias Lutes
by James Laurent
In the hills and flatlands of Tewksbury Township,
but especially in those out-of-the way places where old
men get together to tell stories of days gone by, the
legend of the extraordinary Ananias Lutes lives on.
Ananias Lutes was a wheelwright, and in the
middle and latter part of the nineteenth century he
operated a shop in the hamlet of Fairmount, just a
stone's throw from the site of CRAFTS annual fall
picnic. The Lutes wheelwright shop has long since
disappeared -- as a matter of fact, Fairmount itself has
disappeared -- but over a century ago things were
different, and the shop then buzzed with activity.
Lutes built wheels, wagons, and sleighs that were as
good as those built anywhere.

But more than anything else, Ananias liked to
make pumps, and it was as a pumpmaker that he
gained his fame. He made his pumps with a huge
auger, using only his powerful muscles and his sure
hands. Admirers would visit his shop just to watch him
single-handedly twist the giant auger straight and true
through the lengths of green oak or chestnut logs
ten-feet long.
Un like King Arthur's sword, Ananias's auger never
was given a name, but it did achieve a mythic celebrity
of its own. And as the fame of Ananias and his auger
spread, more and more people wanted 'Lutes-made
pumps. It was said that Lutes made the biggest pumps
ever seen, though this might have been an exaggeration. The thirsty knew, however, that water tasted purer
and sweeter if it poured forth from an "Ananias log
pump ."
Many stories
are told about
Ananias. One concerns a time when
he had an infected
finger that had to
be amputated .
Trusting no surgeon, Ananias
took a razor-sharp
chisel from his
bench, and with

one quick blow of the mallet did the job himself.
There are probably some skeptics who will ask how
Ananias held the chisel. I can only tell them that he
was truly an extraordinary man.
Perhaps the best-known Lutes story concerns the
fate of his tools. During his lifetime Ananias guarded
his tools jealously, especially his great auger, and
vowed that no other man would ever use them. So
before he died, Ananias hid all his tools where they
would never be found. Now from this point on the
story varies depending on the narrator. Some say the
tools were hidden in a cave; others believe they were
buried; still others think they rest at the bottom of
some long-abandoned well.
Many years ago, however, New Jersey's great
folklorist and storyteller, Henry Charleton Beck,
concluded that the tools of Ananias had never been
hidden or buried. In his book The Roads of Home
(1956) Beck tells of tracking down Ananias's great
auger and some of his lesser tools and of actually
having them in his possession for a time. But eventually, Beck says, he gave the tools to "some school
children at the foot of Hell Mountain" who were
organizing a collection of artifacts from Tewksbury
Township.
Did Beck really find the tools of Ananias Lutes?
Where was the school at the foot of Hell Mountain?
What happened to the tools? Where are they today?
The mystery of Ananias Lutes's lost auger continues.
Keeping in mind the fate of the Biblical Ananias
when he stretched the truth, one hesitates to vouch for
all of the Ananias legend. I am told on good authority,
however, that in the vicinity of Fairmount on quiet
summer nights, if a soft breeze blows in the right
direction, one can hear the muffled scrape of metal
biting into wood as the ghost of Ananias Lutes gives
his great auger one more tum.
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The Mercer Museum
Founded by Henry Mercer, 1916
by Herb Kean
Although I have always thought of the Mercer
Museum as a tool museum, the museum tends to shy
away from this description, as they find that the
general public looks at tools in a much narrower scope
than what Mercer did. In fact, Mercer's definition of
a tool was almost all encompassing: "any object made
or modified by human hands to meet a particular need
or want." Wow! It's hard to think of any tangible
object that doesn't fit that definition. Mercer's classifications included almost all categories of life, eg. : a
cigar store Indian was a
tool of advertising, a canoe was a tool of transportation, and a chair was a
tool for sitting.
Mercer collected anything that showed life in
pre-1850 America, particularly before things were
patented or factory-made.
As such, the collection is
considerably broader than
mere antique tools as we
know them.
Mercer opened the existing museum (a concrete
structure resembling a castle) in 1916 as part of the
Bucks Co. Historical Society. He felt that the way
to study history was to
display the artifacts of the
era rather than looking the facts up in a musty book.
He believed that the easiest way to retell the life of
"every-day folks" was to collect the tools that they
used. Going back only as far as the "pioneer age," he
quickly realized that the tools that built our society had
roots much further back than that. His quest was
expanded back in time and to other parts of the world.
Mercer bought up obsolete masses of tools from
fann sales, etc., and finally built the museum as a
warehouse for the collection. He never thought the

general public would find much use for the 40,000 or
so items; his hope was the museum would be used for
research. Unfortunately, it is rarely used in this way
today, although 50,000 visitors a year go through its
doors. Corey Amsler, the museum's curator (who
made this review possible), advised CRAFTS that
anyone interested in a research project involving the
museum's tools would be granted access for their
studies. What an opportunity!
What is in the collection? ----- Six floors of farm
machinery, woodworking tools,
cigar store Indians, a fire engine, a Conestoga wagon, a
whaling boat, firearms, stoves,
shoemaking tools, p.Jwter
tools, kitchen tools, hatmaking
tools, saltmaking equipment,
lighting fixtures, blacksmith
tools, metalworking tools, etc.,
etc. There are actually 71 areas, each reflecting different
categories of tools, of which I
have named only 17 above.
Mind boggling! As a collector
of mostly woodworking tools,
I felt humble realizing the
small percentage of these tools
in the overall tools of all
trades.
Anyone interested in the
true heritage of our country,
and as Mercer called them "The Tools Of The Nation Maker," should not miss the
Bucks County Historical Society Mercer Museum and
Spruance Library, 84 South Pine St., Doylestown, PA
18901, 201 345-0210.
Of special interest to all our members is Tool
Discovery Day to be held at the museum on Nov. 13 .
It will be a day-long celebration of the role of tools in
early everyday life. Many of our CRAFTS member
will be participating. Hope to see you there.

On November 13, Tool Discovery Day will be held at the Mercer Museum at Doylestown, Pa.
It will feature displays and demonstrations of the role of Tools in early everyday life. CRAFTS
members will participate. For information, call 215 345-0210.
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Lady Legs
by Sue Ann Sprague
My interest in old tools started when I was a little
girl.
My aunt and uncle had a farmhouse in
Northboro, Massachusetts. For me, the best part of the
farm was the big red barn. It was cool and dark and
smelled like hay and old leather. To a kid, it was
filled with treasures . Fancy carved and simple headboards were stacked together in the hayloft. Big,
round top trunks were covered with exotic travel
stickers and filled with old-fashioned clothes. An
honest-to-goodness "one horse open sleigh" was up
there, too. I remember brass cowbells on a cracked
leather strap nailed to a beam .
My uncle liked to make things, and his workbench
was filled with the tools that he used to transform
barnboards into a sturdy tabletop, and a carriage seat
into a decorative bench for the front parlor. There
wasn't an electric powertool in sight! I remember him
showing me how to use a hammer, a wooden smoothing plane and a small saw. He had respect for things
that were handmade instead of "store-bought," and he
passed that reverence along to me, together with some
of his tools from that old barn.
While I have a rather eclectic collection of tools of
all kinds, I have a special interest in "ladylegs" and
"dancing master legs" calipers. I bought my first pair
of lady legs at Brimfield in 1989. I paid $40. I was
drawn to the whimsical, folk art quality of their design
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and have been collecting them ever since. I now own
over five dozen pair. One of the most interesting is
not in the shape of legs at all, but rather, a pair of
anus. Another interesting pair is in the shape of
ballerina legs with toeshoes, "on point." There are 5
"full-body" calipers (with varying degrees of anatomical detail!); the smallest pair is just under three inches
in length and the largest is nine and one-half. Many
pieces are signed (or initialed) and some are dated.
The oldest pair in my collection is stamped
"R.K.1855."
My best source for new acquisitions has always
been Brimfield. But occasionally, an out of the way
antique shop will yield something great. Last fall I
was on vacation in the Poconos. We had stopped to
check out a large antiques barn. Lots of interesting
stuff, but not too many tools. I found an unusual brass
plumb bob. As I was paying for it, I asked the owner
if he had any lady legs. He frowned and scratched his
head. But when I described to him what they were, he
smiled. He thought he might have a pair in a box of
junk in the back: Sure enough. And they were
fabulous: chunky legs with high-button shoes! I was
very casual when I asked him how much he wanted for
them. He apologized for how dirty they were and
asked for $25. He was quite pleased with the transaction - and so was I!
Because I live in a typical
Manhattan apartment, I am inclined to collect smaller pieces.
In a limited space, displaying a
tool collection requires ingenuity. I use the walls, bookcases,
and table tops to make interesting arrangements. Unfortunately, everything else is in boxes in
the closets.
Being a tool collector and
being female is a little less unusual these days than it was l 0
or 15 years ago. Like most
women collectors, I have encountered my share of raised
eyebrows, but on the whole I
have found most dealers to be
helpful and very generous in
sharing their knowledge. It has
been a fascinating hobby, and I
would
enthusiastically
recommend it to any other woman.

CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40
word) ad that is primarily related to the exchange of
tools or information. Each additional line (over 5) is $1 .
Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave., Chatham,

Coming or Going?
Did you ever wonder which end of a combination
tongue and grove plane was the front? An easy answer
would be: the place where the maker marks are. But what
prompted him to stamp one particular end and not the other?
Aside from a few of these planes that are stamped on both
ends, almost all the rest that I have found are marked on the
end that is in front of the iron cutting the male joint. This
is true even with the rare combination table plane.
Ifwe pursue this further, we find a sash 0volo combination plane (combining a # 1 and a #2) marked on the # 1 end.
Inasmuch as both profiles are identical (or near identical),
we know the difference in profile was not pertinent in the
marking. We.can only guess that the planemaker considered
the # 1 more important than the #2, possibly because it was
used first.
If we are to assume that it was a man's world back in
those days, you could speculate that male joints were
considered more "important" than female joints and consequently the planes were marked on the end cutting the male
joint. A few politician-types (or those afraid of their wives)
marked the plane on both ends.
Hold it! So that I can remove myself from harm's way,
I offer an alternative explanation: Even in those days
women were the underlying controlling factors and therefore
the female cutting iron was considered most important.
Consequently, the planes were marked on the nose in front
of the female iron. (I feel much safer now.)
Quite frankly, this is not the issue . Whether we say that
the stamped nose is forward of the female iron or the iron
cutting the male joint, it is just "tongue-in-cheek," as they
are exactly the same thing. What I find intriguing is: how
was this information passed along? Very few planes fit into
the coming-and-going category, and yet - whether from the
U.S ., England, or the Continent, whether toted or not,
whether patented or not, whether 8½", 10", or 15" they
almost all followed the same program! Was it passed along
via master to apprentice? Was it a Guild rule? Did one
planemaker check another's combo plane before he selected
the toe end of his plane?
When you consider the small number of "violations" of
such an obscure and somewhat meaningless rule, (I have
found only I out of 35 stamped only on the end cutting the
female joint) you get the feeling that planemaking followed
a very rigid discipline; a mysterious communication system
based upon clansmanship, regulation, and maybe even
secretiveness. Whatever it was, it certainly gives me a
feeling that there was much greater cohesiveness in the trade
than I ever suspected.

NJ 07928-1732 (FAX 201 635-7939). All ads accepted
on a space permitting basis. Please print or type.

WANTED
Chisels and edge tools marked H.C. SEELY, Cornwall Bridge, CT or
A.ALFRED, Harwinton, CT. Scissors marked Malinson and miniature
lathes marked Manson, Master, Duolathe or Small Machines, Inc.
Daniel Semel, 245 East 80th St., New York, NY 10021-0515.
(212) 628-5613.
NEED PLANES marked by the following makers: S.KERN, H.KERN,
KACKLEY, L.VANVOSSEN, JO .FULLER, ISAAC FIELD. Also want
a handforged fruit auger and rope rules marked ROEBLING.
Hampton L. Williams, 11389 Bantry Terrace, Fairfax, VA 22030.
(703) 278-8242.
Needed for MUSEUM TINSMITH SHOP DISPLAY CHARCOAL
BRAZIER iron "disk," probably 3 legs, less than 12" diameter. Wilma
Sagurton, (201) 543-4 724.
SARGENT AUTOSET PLANES with nickel-plated lever caps, VG or
better. Any fine or better Sargent tools except wooden planes.
Sargent catalogs & paper. Also tools marked B-M-CO. (BraunsdorfMueller) PaulWeidenschilling, PO Box 298, Boonton, NJ 07005-0298.
HARNESS/ LEATHER WORKING draw gauges, round knives, etc.
by BURSCH, SEYMOUR, BALDWIN, CHARLTON, GOODSELL - NJ
Cutlers . Ken Hopfel, 25 Lilac Drive, Flemington, NJ 08822, (908)
788-2053.
OHIO TOOL CO. WOOD PLANES all types, sizes. Hollows and
rounds OK. Condition must be Good or better. No missing parts or
repairs. Bob Howard, 5 Glenrich Dr., St. James, NY 11780-1610.
(516) 724-6514 .
Mint condition or unusual SAWS. Brass backed or otherwise nice
American back saws particularly desired. Signed American squares,
mitre squares, and bevel squares. Lee Richmond, (703)391-0074.

FOR SALE
ANTIQUE TOOLS & PRIMITIVES. Many rare Pa. & N.J. pieces.
W.S.Phillips, 4555 Golden Key Rd.,
New Tripoli , PA 18066,
(215) 285-6290.
MEET THE CRAFTSMAN, the endangered species. Buy-Sell-Trade Antique & Users Tools at the Lambertville, NJ Antique Market-Tables
#56 Sundays Joseph Janiszewski.
ANTIQUE TOOL THEMES PRINTED ON T-SHIRTS, sweatshirts,
mugs , tote bags & aprons. Makes a great gift! Free catalog of antique
toolwear products. The Matlin Group, Inc. PO Box 143, Wickatunk,
NJ 07765-0143.
WOOD IDENTIFICATION SAMPLES; 22 small blocks of the woods
most commonly used in tools, with a numbered key for ease of use.
$22 per set. Herb Kean (201) 993-837 4.
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-FROM DONALD WERLEY

Lette~ Received
Relative to Herb Kean's article in the Sept. Toolshed on
the Ashley plane, I'd like to comment on the statement that
"the more ineffective a thing was, the more valuable it is
today." From my perspective, rarity alone is not nearly as
much of a factor in value as it seems it should be. I've
gotten some of these unusual pieces cheaper than their
common counterparts because the very difference that made
them rare was a turn-off to others. The fact that a tool is
rare, is by itself not enough to push up its price . This rarity
has to be known by a large enough segment of the tool
collecting fraternity. I think it's fairly well known that a
new tool book, Chronicle article, etc. that focuses on some
previously unknown and/or unappreciated tool can lead to
its price increasing.
I do know that the Ashley name was so unknown that
it was not inputed into the EAIA Directory of American
Toolmakers!
I am presently rectifying that omission.
Perhaps Herb's article and the inclusion in the DAT will
raise the price of the plane to the level conceived by the
owner.
Bob Nelson, Cheverly, Maryland
I enjoyed another fine issue of the ToolShed. Especially liked Paul Weidenschilling's well-written article on the
Sargents. Being a Connecticut nutmegger, it was a pleasure
to learn more about a firm that was in my back yard, so to
speak.
Larry Brundage, Costa Mesa, California
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Tool of the Month
We are considering a Tool of the Month photo for
future issues. The tool should be photogenic, goodlooking,
and unique. If you have such a photo (black and white preferred), please send it to the editor.

Throughout
the
nineteenth
century Newark, N.J .,
was a major barrel making
center.
A cooper, with a
helper, could turn out two
white oak (wet) barrels
a day or four to five
red oak (dry)
barrels a day.

